
HOLLYWOOD PRIVATE HOSPITAL 

CARDIO-VERSION # 14 @ 9:30am  

Thursday 27/5/16  

Last Cardio-version  
19/05/16 - 8 days ago 

Arrive DAY SURGERY ADMISSIONS 
@ 8:20am  

DAY SURGERY WARD  @ 8:30am 

ASSESSMENT Bay bay 4 @ 9:15am 

CARDIOLOGIST: Michael Davis 

ANAESTHETIST: Patrick Coleman 

DISCHARGED @ 11:15am 

We arrived at Day Surgery waiting 
room, only us & couple at desk 2. 
Dorothy called us to desk 1, again 
my file not able to be found as I am 
an 'add on', walked through to the 
ward waiting room, only there 5 
mins when Sarah, Dr Davis's 



secretary rang to see if I was on 
my way, yes Here, good I can have 
C-V earlier at 9:30 beauty! Quickly 
called to Day Surgery Ward. Nurse 
again went through my details, did 
obs then anaesthetist, Patrick 
Coleman came to chat to me. He is 
very amiable, calm & thorough. 
Had a wee then Carol (pleasant 
Eastern Block woman) wheeled my 
bed through to Assessment BAY 4.  
I met my nurse, Silvana, able to 
work under pressure well. 
Pat arrived, did my cannula 
painlessly, Greg left, all the usual 
prep Dr Davis arrived. I took a bit 
longer to nod off. Pat said that he 
would be able to talk to me while 
under but the drug will make me 
forget, he would go when I came 
to. Greg came back, Silvana did a 
few Obs waiting for my BP to get 



over 50/100 before going back to 
day ward.  
Silvana did a hand over to day 
Surgery RN, Amy & I was wheeled 
back to Day Surgery ward.  
Amy did some Obs, asked if I 
wanted sandwiches also offering 
Greg something. I asked for toast 
& vegemite she obliged & returned 
with strong coffee, toast & bickies. 
Greg & me did a fairly lame 
American crossword on his phone. 
I removed all my stickies, went to 
the loo, Amy removed my cannula, 
I dressed & we left, Amy gave me a 
brochure & noted when I would 
see Dr Davis. Discharged 11:15.


